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The inspiration for CRY YOU ONE reaches back before my
birth. It was on my Great Grandmother Julie Poché’s porch as
Mamere Da barked orders in French to the frightened children
who avoided her gaze. It was in the small wood burns my
Grandfather etched into his cypress carved ducks. It lived deeply
in BENEATH THE STRATA/DISAPPEARING and LOUP GAROU,
the two similarly inspired performances that preceded this one.
And it was fiercely present two years ago, when I dreamt that I
was walking with hundreds of people down LA-1, towards Grand
Isle. It was the last day we could all live in Southeast Louisiana
and we were parading from New Orleans. Everyone I consider
an important part of my Louisiana experience was present, all
carrying meat and vegetables. When we arrived at the beaches
of Grand Isle, the most renowned Louisiana chefs took our food
and placed it in the world’s largest gumbo pot as we all walked
towards the Gulf. At the water’s edge were hundreds of rafts,
each with a famous Louisiana band. We then decided which raft
we wanted to leave on, said our goodbyes and off we went, into
the Gulf, never to return to Louisiana.
The dream was happy, exuberant even. When I woke the next
morning, I was sad. It’s not that far off, that dream, and it posed a
question: What if we held a grand procession for the land that is
disappearing? And just like that, the rough idea of CRY YOU ONE
was born. What happened next is, to me, the most interesting
part of our process. We assembled a team of people with very
large hearts, incredible craftsmanship and a deep passion for
making dreams reality, and we asked them to come along for
a ride. Our cast, crew and partners took an idea and made it
something vital and alive. Such care and passion is humbling. But
I do not perceive what we are doing to be anything special; for
me, it’s what I call “being a good Louisiana citizen.” If we want to
call this place home in fifty years, we all need to join hands and
engage the hard work necessary to save it, as the good people of
this state have always done.
–Nick Slie, for Mondo Bizarro

between the human and “the nature”; New Haven—where the state is
preserving bodies of water for the city’s future drinking water needs;
and our gracious neighbor, Houston—Mason Park, near Yudith’s home
neighborhood, where the primarily Mexican and Chicano population
was frequently warned to stay inside because the air quality was so
bad from the oil processing that completely surrounds them. The
bayou leapt its banks and flooded our performance space for one of
our shows there. Felt just like home.

“The land is calling for a voice,” I wrote in 2004 for the first national
grant for the Louisiana tragi-trilogy of which CRY YOU ONE is part
three. Those words came from some amazing conversations about
land loss and the role art and culture can play in seeking solutions,
engendered by A Studio in the Woods. I was beginning to grasp
what was happening to my homeland: “sinking, sinking, waves in,
waves out.” I thought I was writing about the coast: Plaquemines,
St. Bernard and Terrebonne Parishes. Katrina happened before the
panel met to decide that application’s fate (we didn’t get it), and we
learned something new: New Orleans is the coast.
I learned the term Environmental Racism in 1998 when Junebug
Productions produced the Ec(h)o Environmental Justice Festival.
At the time, I was teaching Theatre of the Oppressed techniques to
students at Lawless High School in the Lower Ninth Ward. Stories
about Hurricane Betsy floated into our workshops—how the city
bombed the Industrial Canal levee to save the French Quarter. We
began to put 1 + 1 together. We have environmental racism in New
Orleans! Does it really matter if the levees were bombed or not?
They didn’t work; and they weren’t kept up before Betsy or before
Katrina, because New Orleans is/was/is a chocolate city in the South
and just as we’ve been neglected by national arts funding because
our craft was considered provincial, so our infrastructure was denied
federal funding because our population was considered expendable.
Thank God Nick’s honest and clearly communicated vision grabbed
the hearts of three major national theatre/arts funders in one
fell swoop and Cry You One has had a chance to really become
something. The piece has evolved with the information from its
four full manifestations away from home: Kentucky—mountain
top removal and the threat of bottling their precious clear creek
water; Vermont—an incredible model of a harmonious relationship

“When you don’t know what to do, do what you know” (thank
you, Matine). CRY YOU ONE has some incredible magic: it got my
Baptist parents to dance with one another for the first and only
time in my life. It’s gotten people dancing all over the country.
It’s kept me crying. And laughing, especially once Jeff and Mel
have manifested their unique visual dance with the land, and the
performers beautifully embody their energies while deftly avoiding
ant piles, and the audience two-steps their way in to complete the
frame. The land is pleased. The land wants more. Allons danser!
–Kathy Randels, for ArtSpot Productions

In September 2013, I had just started a position coordinating the
Gulf Future Coalition, a diverse group of over 60 organizations
across the Gulf Coast galvanized in the wake of the BP oil disaster,
after decades of working at the intersections of art, radical
pedagogy, and transformative organizing. The environmental
nonprofit scene was a whole new world to me, where many of the
elements that felt like the air I breathe were absent. A world full of
science, policy, and politics, where heart, art, and love for people
felt absent. My dear friend Rebecca Mwase, one of the original
members of the CRY YOU ONE cast, encouraged me to check out
the new show she was working on. “It’s perfect for where you’re at
right now.” I had no idea how right she was. Like the big bends in
the mighty Mississippi, experiencing the opening show of CRY YOU
ONE in St. Bernard Parish that beautiful October afternoon was
a change of course for me, my career, and my life. I realized how
deeply and profoundly important this work of fighting extraction
and climate change was for the survival of our people and the
planet, in a way no dataset or powerpoint ever could.

After that initial run, I began collaborating with CRY YOU ONE
in earnest, starting with organizing a series of community
visioning salons across the Gulf Coast in 2014. Many blessings
and challenges working together since have led to being on
the production team for this iteration of the show in my very
own neighborhood, now with a new formation called Another
Gulf Is Possible Collaborative. Three out of the six of us in the
core leadership circle are actually working on the show (myself,
Monique and Yudith), and we are looking forward to continuing
the vision, inspiration, and stories of CRY YOU ONE through
our collaborative’s work centering those at the margins in the
fight for a just transition.
I designed the oracles for this homecoming with the intention for
the audience to have an opportunity to hold the magical power
and transformative potential of the show in your hands, and just
for a moment, to spark and illuminate your own path forward in
this time of seemingly endless political chaos and environmental
disaster. To survive and thrive, we must not only learn how to
transition our physical and material world, but also our social,
emotional and spiritual. CRY YOU ONE brings all of these with
such depth, creativity, insight, beauty, and love, forging ahead
with vision and forcing us to contend with ourselves and each
other as we face an uncertain and unprecedented future.
–Jayeesha Dutta, for Another Gulf Is Possible

Located between Bayou St. John and the London Avenue Canal in
Gentilly, the Mirabeau Water Garden is the signature public space
and water management project of the Gentilly Resilience District—a
combination of efforts across Gentilly to reduce flood risk and land
subsidence. The 25-acre site on Mirabeau Avenue is the former home
of the Congregation of St. Joseph and was donated to the City of
New Orleans on the condition that it be transformed to improve the
neighborhood and reduce flood risk. Based on the principles of the
City’s resilience strategy, Resilient New Orleans, and the Greater
New Orleans Urban Water Plan, the Mirabeau Water Garden is being
designed to manage stormwater from the neighborhood and take
a burden off of the traditional drainage system—all while providing
recreation, education, and beautification benefits for the community.
For more information and to stay in touch about the Mirabeau
Water Garden and other projects of the Gentilly Resilience District,
please visit nola.gov/resilience/gentilly.

Biographies
JEFF BECKER is a director, designer, and sculptor based in New
Orleans who specializes in site-responsive theater with innovative
transforming environments. His numerous awards and grants
include a Louisiana Division of the Arts Fellowship and an NEA/TCG
Career Development grant. Jeff’s current projects are VESSELS,
a collaboration with Rebecca Mwase and Ron Ragin, and SEA OF
COMMON CATASTROPHE, which will tour the East Coast next
summer. Jeff is the co-founder of Catapult, a collective performance
laboratory dedicated to nurturing the creation of original theater.
WILLIAM BOWLING (Dr. B) is a writer, performer, and musician
residing in New Orleans, and is an ensemble member with Goat In The
Road. When not working on the land with CRY YOU ONE, or rolling
around on the floor with other performance friends making weird
things, he manages the performing arts program at the Contemporary
Arts Center, New Orleans.
MELISA CARDONA is a first generation queer Latinx artist and
activist who grew up between Atlanta and her parents’ native
land of Colombia. She cut her teeth in the theater scene in Atlanta
and dabbled in film on the East Coast before taking flight to
Europe to explore their talent and passion for the visual arts. In
2006, she landed in New Orleans and fell in love with photography
and videography while working as an ensemble member of Mondo
Bizarro. Melisa is a member of NALAC and served for four years on
the executive committee of Alternate ROOTS, of which she is still a
member. She is committed to creating stories that empower QWOC
while dismantling all forms of oppression through film and digital
art for a beautiful new mañana. Melisa is currently based in Atlanta.
JAYEESHA DUTTA is a tri-coastal, tri-lingual Bengali-American
interdisciplinary artist, activist, and healer-in-training, currently
serving as lead strategist for the STORYSHIFT PROJECT at Working
Films. She is part of the core leadership circle for Another Gulf Is
Possible Collaborative, galvanizing the voices and experiences of
brown (indigenous, latinx and desi) women from across the Gulf
Coast working towards a just transition for our people and the
planet. She is co-founder of the Radical Arts and Healing Collective,
communications committee chair for Big Class/826 NOLA’s board of
directors, and visual arts working group chair for Alternate ROOTS.
Jayeesha was born in Mobile, raised in Queens, aged in Oakland and
is deeply grateful to call New Orleans home.

BEAR HEBERT is a visual artist, yoga teacher, and rabble-rouser born
and raised in Lafayette, Louisiana. Bear also identifies as a costume
designer, bike rider, and two-stepper, and tries to spend as much time
near bodies of water as possible. Bear is co-artistic director of the
New Orleans-based theater ensemble NEW NOISE.
ZOHAR ISRAEL (Zohar Mudbone) is the Founder, Manager and
Musical Director of Free Spirit African Drum and Dance Company,
and the founder of the Free Spirit Stilt Walkers. He has conducted
drum and dance workshops and provides historical information
on various countries in Africa and their effect on Louisiana
culture. His group has performed at various universities, hotels
and festivals throughout the state of Louisiana and Africa. Zohar
is a specialist in the African drum and perceives his involvement
in African drum and dance as a way of fulfilling his responsibility
to keep his culture alive.
RAYMOND “MOOSE” JACKSON is a poet who writes, works, performs,
worships, adventures and dreams in New Orleans. He was the writer for
the 2009 Big Easy Award winner LOUP GAROU and has collaborated
with many of New Orleans’ premier jazz musicians on his album Illusion
Fields: Dirge for the Deluge, and the documentary film/album Liquid
Land. He currently works as a mule driver in the French Quarter while
continuing to perform with his band Shock Patina and improv music/
poetry projects including Liquid Land.
MILLICENT JOHNNIE is a native of Lafayette who received her BFA
and MFA in Dance at Florida State University. She toured as resident
choreographer and rehearsal director of the Urban Bush Women,
and has served as a choreographer for the New York City Opera,
U.S. Cultural Ambassadors of Music, and directors Peter Sellars and
Rhodessa Jones. Her choreography has been featured by Cleo ParkerRobinson Dance, Hubbard Street II, and ESPN, and her work has been
presented at Danspace Project, DanceNow NYC, Dance Harlem, and
The Kennedy Center Millennium Stage.
GARRETT LANGSTON is a graduate of UCLA’s School of Theater,
Film and Television and the REDCAT School of Bill Ballou. He is a
technician, an actor, a painter, a writer, and a traveler. But above all,
a person, a hopelessly inquisitive person, just like you.
SEAN LAROCCA (Roger Diddle) is the Managing Director of ArtSpot
Productions. His foolproof plan to become a famous rock star got
waylaid in 1996 when he was flayed by a one-woman performance
called RAGE WITHIN/WITHOUT. Over the course of the intervening
years, he has gradually and mostly willingly come to dedicate his
musical art and soul to this crazy thing we call theater.
RIOT MUELLER is a second generation queer theater deviser, director
and performer. She regularly performs with comedic improv troupe

PITTS&RIOT and is the host of The Moth, New Orleans. She is the cocreator and director of SEXUAL HEALING: A WORK IN PROCESS and
the co-creator of You Are Not Alone Theater. Riot is blessed to be a
part of CRY YOU ONE and eternally grateful to God for putting her
on the path to these fine artists walking on this sacred land.

in China; performing Margaret in NEW NOISE’s RUNNIN’ DOWN
THE MOUNTAIN; playing Esmelda for Vagabond Inventions; and
performing in many richly layered original shows for ArtSpot
Productions, with whom she was an ensemble member for ten years,
including the currently touring SEA OF COMMON CATASTROPHE.

YUDITH NIETO is a queer Mexican-American artist and activist
originally from Houston, Texas, enjoying spending time in the bayous
of Louisiana working on CRY YOU ONE. She is part of the core
leadership circle for Another Gulf Is Possible and a youth organizer
with Los Jardines. For many years, Yudith has been fighting for
the rights of her fenceline community in Manchester, Houston, in
collaboration with Texas Environmental Justice Advocacy Services.

LAURA FAYE SIRKIN-BROWN is a dynamic costume designer
who has previously designed for Four Front Theatre, Theatre 13,
Southern Rep, and ArtSpot Productions. Her work has been featured
in Surface Design and Belle Armoire magazines. As a member
of IATSE 478, she has been part of the costume team for major
motion pictures including THE BUTLER, NOW YOU SEE ME, and
BEAUTIFUL CREATURES. Laura has an MFA in Costume Design from
Tulane University, and a BFA from the Kansas City Art Institute’s
Fiber Department. She is especially fond of designing and building
costumes from atypical materials such as woven basket reed and
welded steel.

HANNAH PEPPER-CUNNINGHAM (Dr. Carol Karl) is a co-artistic
director and training coordinator at Mondo Bizarro and a collective
member with Last Call New Orleans. Hannah organizes with
European Dissent and is a proud member of Alternate ROOTS.
KATHY RANDELS (Josephine Sinclair) is a native New Orleanian
and the founding artistic director of ArtSpot Productions with whom
she has written, performed in, and directed numerous original solo
and group works. Awards include the V-Day Leadership Award, the
NEA/TCG Career Development Program for Directors, and an OBIE
(for NITA & ZITA). She founded the LCIW Drama Club in 1996, and in
2012 co-founded a performance ensemble of formerly incarcerated
women called The Graduates. Upcoming events include a summer
tour of SEA OF COMMON CATASTROPHE; ongoing performances of
The Graduates’ WON’T BOW DOWN! throughout Louisiana; and The
Beyond Incarceration Summit, coming to New Orleans April 6-8, 2018.
For more information, please visit www.thegraduates.net.
JOANNA RUSSO is a theater director, writer and performer who
most recently directed and co-wrote THE WAY AT MIDNIGHT for
Mondo Bizarro at the CAC. Back in 2007, she joined Mondo Bizarro,
and in 2008, co-founded NEW NOISE. She regularly collaborates
on original performances with these companies, as well as with
ArtSpot Productions, PearlDamour, Goat in the Road Productions
and Southern Rep. Her writing has been published in the journal
The Devil’s Advocate and has been recognized by the American
Academy of Poets. Joanna is a member of the Lincoln Center
Theater Directors Lab.
LISA MORASCHI SHATTUCK (Zelda Culotte) performs, writes
and directs original theater in New Orleans. A few inspiring theatermaking experiences include; writing and directing LOS OLVIDADOS
in Puebla, Mexico; developing MONKEY TO THE MOON with deaf
actors in San Francisco; playing Puck under the stars in Murphy’s
Creek, California; writing and directing DEEP FRIED at the City Arts
Center in Dublin, Ireland; performing HUA LUN with Jeff Becker

NICK SLIE (Tom Dulac) is Co-Founder and Co-Artistic Director of
Mondo Bizarro and the Associate Professor of Theater at Nunez
Community College in Louisiana. Nick’s performance work ranges from
physical theater to multi-disciplinary solo work, from digital storytelling
to collaborative ensemble productions. He creates original works of
performance that are rooted in a particular sense-of-place, reflecting
the needs, desires, memories and possibilities of the community from
which they are born. His creative endeavors have been experienced
extensively in cities across the United States and occasionally abroad.
But he is most proud of the work he does at home, in his beloved
South Louisiana, where the water kisses the land.
MONIQUE VERDIN (Herself) currently sits on the United
Houma Nation’s tribal council and is part of the Another Gulf
Is Possible Collaborative core leadership circle. Her intimate
documentation of the Mississippi River Delta exposes the
complex interconnectedness of environment, economics, culture,
climate and change. Monique is the subject/co-creator of the
documentary MY LOUISIANA LOVE (2012). Her interdisciplinary
work is included in an assortment of environmentally inspired
projects, including UNFATHOMABLE CITY: A NEW ORLEANS
ATLAS (2013). Her current project, The Land Memory Bank & Seed
Exchange, is a series of southeast Louisiana activations engaged
in building a community record and in the sharing of native seeds
and local knowledge through citizen collaboration.

CRY YOU ONE is an outdoor performance and online storytelling platform
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from the heart of Louisiana’s disappearing wetlands. Pioneered by
New Orleans-based companies ArtSpot Productions and Mondo
Bizarro, CRY YOU ONE uses art to examine the unique relationship
between land and culture, people and water in South Louisiana.

CRY YOU ONE is a project of Creative Capital and was made possible
by major support from the New England Foundation for the Arts’
National Theater Project, with lead funding from The Andrew W. Mellon
Foundation; by the MAP Fund, a program of Creative Capital supported
by the Doris Duke Charitable Foundation and The Andrew
W. Mellon Foundation; by a grant from the Network of Ensemble
Theater’s Touring & Exchange Network (NET/TEN); by the Alternate
ROOTS Community/Artist Partnership Program (C/APP), with funding
provided by the Nathan Cummings Foundation, the Ford Foundation,
the Kresge Foundation, the Surdna Foundation, the Joan Mitchell
Foundation and the generous support of ROOTS members and friends;
and by a grant from the Louisiana Division of the Arts, Office of Cultural
Development, Department of Culture, Recreation and Tourism, in
cooperation with the Louisiana State Arts Council, as administered
through the Arts Council of New Orleans. Additional support was
provided by the Kindle Project of the Common Counsel Foundation,
the Quixote Foundation, and by the Catalyst Initiative of the Center for
Performance and Civic Practice. Additional support for this production
was provided by Gulf Restoration Network, Working Films, the Chorus
Foundation, the Puffin Foundation, the Meraux Foundation, the City of
New Orleans Office of Resilience and Sustainability, and by an award
from the National Endowment for the Arts.
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